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We study logics with expressible transitive closure modality (

pretransitive

logics). In such logics we can express formulas of nite depth. We prove the nite
model property for a family of pretransitive logics of nite depth.
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There is an old problem about decidability of logics
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the nite model property (FMP) is known. As for the
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1 , which means that we can
If n > m then the logic Kn is
express the truth in a point-generated submodel. Formally, L is
if
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is the transitive reexive closure of the accessibility relation of
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2∗ ϕ = 2≤k ϕ for the least such k . In particular, for Km
n (n > m) 2 ϕ =
2
ϕ.
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For logics K≤m = K + 2
p → 2m+1 p, FMP is also unknown for all m > 1
(the logic K≤1 = wK4 is known to have FMP).
m
Since logics Kn and K≤m are Kripke complete, to prove FMP we can proceed
in the following standard way: for an L-frame F and a satisable in F formula
ϕ to construct a nite L-frame in which formula ϕ is still satisable. We do
m
not know how to do this for arbitrary Kn - and K≤m -frames, but we nd a way

We put

≤n−1

to construct ltrations for all such pretransitive frames of nite depth. Here

the depth of a frame (W, R)

is the maximal length of chains in the skeleton of

(W, R∗ ).

Let L be one of the logics Kmn , K≤m , n > m ≥ 1. If a formula is
satisable in an L-frame of nite depth h, then it is satisable in a nite L-frame
Lemma 1.
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or

conically expressive

[2], or

weakly transitive

[5], or (n − 1)-transitive [1]
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of depth h; the size of the latter frame is bounded by
22

..

.
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h,

where l is the length of the formula.
As well as for the logic

nite depth:

S4,

for a pretransitive logic we can dene

formulas of

B1 = p1 → 2∗ ♦∗ p1 , Bh+1 = ph+1 → 2∗ (♦∗ ph+1 ∨ Bh ).

For a pretransitive logic L and an L-frame F , F  Bh i the
depth of F is no greater then h.

Proposition 1.

The extension of a pretransitive logic

L

with

Bh

is denoted by

L.Bh . The
S4.

following theorem is an analogue of known facts about such extensions of
Theorem 1.

Let L be a pretransitive logic. Then

1. L.B1 ⊇ L.B2 ⊇ L.B3 ⊇ . . . ⊇ L.
2. If L is consistent then L.B1 (and, consequently, each L.Bh ) is consistent.
3. If L is canonical then each L.Bh is canonical.
For all n > m ≥ 1, h ≥ 1, logics Km
n .Bh and K≤m .Bh are canonical and, hence, Kripke complete.
Corollary 1.

In general, pretransitive logics of nite depth are much more complicated
then their analogues above

S4.B1 = S5

S4.

For example, all logics

for the simplest nontransitive pretransitive logic
for all logics

S4.Bh

are locally tabular,

is pretabular, while no local tabularity or pretabularity holds even

Km
n .Bh , K≤m .Bh (n > m ≥ 2),

K≤2 .B1

[7,4]. The same true

since they are smaller then

However, all these logics have FMP. Even in the case of depth

1

K≤2 .B1 .

(the case

R∗ is an equivalence
m
relation) the proof is not trivial (especially for logics Kn .B1 with n > m + 1).
≤m ≤m
FMP for logics K≤m + p → 2
♦ p = K≤m .B1 was proved in [3], and for
m
pretransitive logics Kn .B1  in [6].
when we consider pretransitive analogues of

S5,

i.e., when

Our main result is the following.
Theorem 2.

Corollary 2.

For all n > m ≥ 1, h ≥ 1, Km
n .Bh and K≤m .Bh have FMP.
Let L be one of the logics Kmn , K≤m , n > m ≥ 1.
L

has FMP i L =

\
h≥1

L.Bh .
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